Machine Learning, Deep Learning, Data Science, Training and Applied R&D

statinfer.com
Who we are?

Industry professionals providing specialized Data Science and Machine Learning Training

We conduct training programs on Machine Learning, Deep Learning and Artificial Intelligence
We offer training on

We are specialized in Machine Learning and Data Science trainings. Currently we offer training on …

- Data Analytics
- Data Visualization
- Predictive Modelling
- Data Science
- Machine Learning
- Deep Learning
- Tools – R, Python and TensorFlow
We can make data science learning easy

- Balanced academic and business expertise
- We provide business sense to theory
- Our content fits perfectly between a college and industry
We offer both class room trainings and self paced e-learning modules.

1. Classroom trainings
2. e-learning modules
3. LMS integration
Currently all the Machine Learning and Data Science courses are available as e-learning modules.
Our Clients

- Lowe's
- KPMG
- Hewlett Packard Enterprise
- HSBC
- Wiley

statinfer
Well-paced training ideal for professionals with work experience. The content was tailor made for the mix of individuals that attended the training. Post training content that was shared was also very useful. And Venkat as a trainer rocks! He has the right mix of technical depth on ML topics as well as programing expertise. He has been able to grab the attention of trainees from beginning till the end of the day which I believe is an extremely difficult task. Hands on session helped individuals that attended the training to replicate it in their current work easily. Experts in ML as well as beginners both had learning opportunities through these trainings.

**Paromita Sen**

*Data Science Team Manager - HP*
Digital Footprint

YouTube channel | Udemy Channel | Android App | Company blog | Company page | GitHub | Training Gallery
Mobile Version

We have data science and machine learning quiz app to make the learning easy and fun.
Contact us

Statinfer Software Solutions LLP

Bangalore - Indra Nagar, Bangalore, Karnataka
Vijayawada- STPI, NH16, Krishna Nagar, Benz Circle, AP
venkat@statinfer.com
+91 9886760678
THANK YOU!

Email: info@statinfer.com

Website: www.statinfer.com